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b S Supporting Information T he recent progress in the determination of three-dimensional (3D) structures of biological ion channels holds great promise for obtaining a structure-based quantitative view of interactions between channels and ligands of biological and pharmacological importance. Notwithstanding the increasing number of ion channel structures that have been determined, 1À6 there are, however, still relatively few complexes with ligands, such as channel blockers, that have been described. 7, 8 From a pharmaceutical viewpoint, several of the most relevant channels have also not been structurally characterized at the atomic level. In the K + channel field, a number of key structures have been obtained 1À6 that in some cases allow for relatively reliable homology modeling of related channels and their interactions with ligands. 1, 3, 5 Of particular interest among the human K + channels is the human ether-a-go-go-related gene (hERG) channel that is associated with both inherited and drug-induced long QT syndrome. 9, 10 The latter problem, which is a side effect caused by blockade of hERG by various compounds, is a major obstacle for drug development and is presently receiving intense attention. 11 In the cardiac action potential, the hERG channel carries the rapid delayed rectifier (I Kr ) current, and its blockade leads to a prolongation of the QT interval, with severe risks for arrhythmias and sudden death. 12, 13 Most compounds causing such blockade apparently become trapped in the relatively unspecific internal pore cavity of the channel, and it is therefore of major interest to investigate the binding properties of this cavity. Unfortunately, the pore-forming helices of hERG show only relatively weak homology to K + channels with known 3D structure and particularly with members of the Shaker-related family. 5, 14 The short pore helix, the selectivity filter, and the innermost S6 helices lining the pore can, however, be confidently aligned on the basis of conservation of the filter region and a glycine hinge in S6. 15, 16 The situation is more ambiguous for the S5 helices that pack against the S6 helices in the tetrameric structure, and several alignments of S5 against K + channels of known structure have been published. 15À18 We have recently reported an analysis of seven different alignments and 3D pore models utilizing conventional 3D structure quality validation methods as well as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. From that work, one model (model 6 of ref 19) emerged as the most consistent, and it also provided a rationalization of the results from mutation scanning experiments. 20 Here, we investigate the performance of our best hERG pore model with respect to prediction of binding affinities for a series of sertindole analogues listed in Table 1 . 21 Sertindole is an indolylpiperidine antipsychotic agent that has nanomolar affinities for dopamine D 2 , serotonin 5-HT 2 , and R 1 adrenergic receptors. 22 However, it also is, with an IC 50 value of 3 nM, a high-affinity antagonist of hERG 21, 23 and is known to induce QT interval prolongation in some patients. 24 With regard to the issue if intake of sertindole causes an increased risk for serious arrythmatic events and sudden cardiac death, there is a difference in opinion between the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the manufacturer. 25, 26 In Europe, the marketing authorization of sertindole was suspended from 1998 to 2005, because of concerns about the increased risk of sudden death due to QT interval prolongation. As of May 2011, it is still not approved by the Food and Drug Administration for use in the United States.
The aim of this study was to be able to rationalize detailed structureÀactivity relationships for the series of sertindole analogues on the basis of our 3D model. Automated docking using several different scoring functions was used to find ligand starting structures for subsequent multiple MD simulations that included a realistic environment surrounding the ligands, comprising protein, ions, lipids, and water. Binding free energies were calculated with the widely used linear interaction energy (LIE) method 27, 28 and contrasted with available experimental results. 21 The results of the simulations are encouragingly found to be highly predictive for this series of ligands and provide a ' METHODS Homology Modeling. The hERG homology model used in this work was termed "model 6" in our recently published analysis of structural hERG models. 19 The modeling procedure, validation, and MD equilibration are described in detail therein. In short, Modeler 7v7 29 was used to generate a 3D model of the open conformation of hERG1. Experimental results strongly suggest that sertindole blocks the activated state of the channel. 23 The crystal structure of K v AP 3 and a refined model thereof 30 were used as templates. Prior to docking, the model was embedded in an equilibrated simulation box of POPC lipids, solvated with TIP4P water, 31 and equilibrated for 10 ns. This MD simulation was performed with Gromacs version 3.3 32 using the OPLS-all-atom (OPLS-AA) force field. 33 The 0101(1) loading state was used for the potassium channel, meaning that a K + ion was present in the pore cavity ion binding site as well as in the second and fourth position of the selectivity filter. 34 Further, K + and Cl À ions were added randomly within the solvent to neutralize the system and generate an ionic strength of 150 mM in the MD simulations.
Docking Calculations. The studied ligands are a series of nine sertindole analogues listed in Table 1 . Their IC 50 values have been reported by Pearlstein et al., 21 and these nine molecules comprise all positively charged sertindole analogues with a centrally positioned basic nitrogen in that study. The central basic nitrogen in the piperidine ring of all compounds was thus protonated, which led to them all having a total charge of +1. The protonation also gave rise to cisÀtrans isomerism, resulting in two diastereoisomers of each compound to consider when searching for a binding mode proposition. In sertindole, for example, the 2-(1-imidazolidin-2-one)ethyl and 5-chloro-1-(4-flourophenyl)indol-3-yl substituents of the central piperidine ring are either in cis or in trans. All molecules were minimized with the OPLS-AA 2001 force field in Macromodel 9.1 (Schr€ odinger LCC, New York, NY) prior to docking into the pore of the equilibrated hERG homology model. Automated docking was performed using GOLD version 4.0 35, 36 with default genetic search parameters and 10 docking runs. Water molecules and the pore cavity K + ion were removed from the hERG model prior to docking. The binding site was defined using GOLD's flood fill option in a 12 Å radius sphere centered on a point on the symmetry axis of the channel situated approximately 6 Å from the selectivity filter and in the hERG pore. A potassium ion was present in the fourth position of the selectivity filter.
In a broad search approach, the docking protocol was repeated three times, each time using a different fitness function of the three implemented in GOLD: Goldscore, 35, 36 Chemscore, 37 and ASP. 38 This resulted in a total of 30 docking solutions for each ligand isomer, distributed over several clusters of conformations. The clusters of solutions were similar for all studied analogues. Given the difficulty of this particular docking problem, sertindole was chosen as a test compound, and six docking solutions in complex with hERG were further evaluated using molecular dynamics. The six sertindole solutions were the cis and trans isomers topscored by Goldscore, Chemscore, or ASP ( Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). Criteria for being considered a binding mode proposition were the structural stability during MD, a low rmsd between the average structure of the simulation and the initial docking conformation, and, finally, a low (favorable) interaction energy between the ligand and its surroundings. This approach of discrimination and ranking of docking conformations with the LIE method has previously been successfully applied. 39 Molecular Dynamics Simulations. MD simulations were performed using Q 28 with the OPLS-AA force field. Force field parameters for the ligands were generated with Macromodel 9.1 (Schr€ odinger LCC). Simulations of the bound and free states of each ligand were conducted with spherical systems with a radius of 25 Å. The simulation system for the bound state was centered on a point on the symmetry axis of the channel situated approximately 6 Å from the selectivity filter and in the hERG pore. The lowest-energy occupancy state (0101) of the selectivity filter was considered in the MD calculations, according to the proposed potassium channel permeation mechanism. 34, 40 Ionizable residues near the edge of the spherical system were set to their neutral state, 41 with the exception of the distant and solvent-exposed Glu637 amino acids that were each assigned a charge of À0.5 to attain an overall neutral and initially symmetric system seen by the ligands. 42 Corrections for ligand interactions with neutralized groups or distant charged residues outside the spherical system 41 were not explicitly calculated because all ligands in the data set essentially have the same positioning of their positive charge at the focus of the electric field from the pore helices. These long-range electrostatic interaction energies are instead embedded in the model as a constant contribution to the γ term of the LIE equation given below. Each system was solvated with TIP3P water, 31 the free state with a 25 Å radius spherical water grid and the bound state with the water configuration from the end point of the homology model equilibration. Waters situated within 2.4 Å of any solute heavy atom were removed prior to MD.
For the solvated ion channelÀligand complexes, all atoms outside the 25 Å sphere were tightly restrained to their initial coordinates and excluded from nonbonded interactions. For the free ligand in water, a weak harmonic restraint was applied to the geometrical center of the solute to keep it near the sphere center. The SHAKE 43 algorithm was applied to constrain all bonds to hydrogen atoms and all solvent angles. Water molecules at the sphere surface were subjected to radial and polarization restraints according to the SCAAS model. 28, 44 A nonbonded interaction cutoff of 10 Å was used for all atoms except for the ligand (for which no cutoff was applied), and long-range electrostatic interactions beyond the cutoff were treated with the accurate local reaction field approximation. 45 The data production phase of the simulations was conducted at a constant temperature of 298 K, and the MD time step was set to 1.5 fs. For each simulation of the ion channelÀligand complex, the system was slowly heated from 1 to 298 K while restraints on the solute coordinates to their initial position were gradually released. This was followed by 1.5 ns of unrestrained equilibration and 3 ns of production phase in which ligand-surrounding energies were collected every 37.5 fs. Five replicate MD simulations with different initial atomic velocities were conducted for each hERGÀligand complex, starting from the most favorable (consensus) binding mode identified below. The reported ligand-surrounding energy is taken as an average over these trajectories, and errors were estimated from the standard deviations. For each simulation of Biochemistry ARTICLE the free ligand in water, a 400 ps equilibration was followed by 3 ns of data collection and repeated five times, as described above. Further, the set of six topscoring docking solutions for sertindole were each initially evaluated by 2 ns production MD runs (Table S1 of the Supporting Information).
As discussed below, additional free energy perturbation (FEP) calculations were conducted to examine the binding free energy difference between compounds 10 and 3. These closely related ligands differ only in that 10 has a 2-imidazolidinethione as a headgroup instead of a 2-imidazolidinone as in the other compounds. The FEP calculations were conducted with the same system setup that was used for the regular MD simulations, and 51 FEP steps (λ steps) were used, with the first window corresponding to 10 and the last to 3, with a 100 ps trajectory for each window. Five additional independent MD trajectories with the setup as described above were performed for compound 3 starting from the FEP end point.
Experimental and Computational Estimates of Binding Free Energies. Relative experimental binding free energies were estimated from IC 50 values 21 at 298 K using the common approximation ΔG bind obs = RT ln IC 50 , which can be expected to yield reliable relative free energies, whereas the absolute values are usually too positive (i.e., IC 50 > K d ). Binding free energies were calculated from the MD trajectories with the linear interaction energy method. 27 The method uses simulations of the ligand free in solution as well as of the proteinÀligand complex to calculate the change in free energy associated with binding to the protein. In the LIE method, the difference in interaction energies between the ligand and its surroundings is used to calculate the free energy of binding via the equation
where AEU l-s vdw ae and AEU l-s el ae are MD averages of the ligandsurrounding van der Waals and electrostatic interaction energies, respectively, and Δ denotes the difference between these averages in the bound and free states. The empirical parameter R is a scaling coefficient for the nonpolar interactions, and in our standard parametrization of the LIE method, R = 0.18. 46 The scaling factor for the polar binding contribution for charged compounds (β = 0.5) was originally derived from the linear response approximation. 27, 46 Finally, γ is a constant term obtained by regression fitting that fixes the scale for absolute binding free energies. The nature of this parameter has been related to several descriptors of the binding site, such as the hydrophobic nature of the binding site. 47 This standard parametrization of the LIE method has previously been applied to many different proteinÀligand complexes with good results.
17,46À53
' RESULTS Docking Calculations. Of the six docked hERGÀsertindole complexes initially evaluated structurally and energetically by molecular dynamics simulations, the trans sertindole diastereoisomer with a ligand starting structure predicted by Goldscore best fulfilled the considered quality criteria (Table S1 of the Supporting Information). Relative to the other complexes, this docking solution displayed both high structural stability during the course of simulation (low rmsf) and a low rmsd between the sertindole starting and MD average structure. Further, in this simulation, the ligand had the lowest interaction energy with respect to its surroundings. In the MD simulation starting from the trans diastereomer structure predicted by Chemscore, sertindole also showed a comparably low interaction energy with its surroundings (Table S1 of the Supporting Information). However, in this simulation, the ligand partly moves out of the pore cavity and the piperidine linker and 2-imidazolidinone headgroup display considerable rotational motion within the solventfilled cavity, making this type of binding mode less well-defined. This is also reflected by higher rmsf and rmsd values versus those for the other trans solutions. Furthermore, this binding mode is not a consensus solution throughout the whole set of analogues and represents only a small fraction of the solutions for ligands 7, 8, and 13. The trans diastereomer was thus predicted to be in the lower-energy diequatorial form when binding, and it is worth noting that the same sertindole binding mode was also among the top-ranking solutions found by Chemscore. In fact, experimental data also have shown that the equatorial form of N-methylpiperidine is ∼3 kcal/mol more stable than the axial form, 54 so that our three cis-type docking solutions (with the headgroup in the axial position) could hardly represent active structures (Table S1 of the Supporting Information).
For all nine analogues, the same docking solutions were found for the trans diastereoisomer in this candidate binding mode, and these were selected as starting structures for extensive molecular dynamics and binding free energy calculations. This type of "consensus" conformation, in fact, represents ∼60% of all trans docking solutions. Figure 1 depicts the starting structure of ligand 6 compared to the average structure from a 3 ns MD simulation. The average structure differs from the starting structure in that the ligand moves out slightly from the channel cavity wall because of the shift of interaction potential function from Goldscore in docking to OPLS-AA in MD. The former uses a softer 4À8 van der Waals potential term for contacts between ligand and receptor atoms, which allows them to move closer to each other compared to a standard Lennard-Jones 6À12 potential. 36 This choice of a softer docking potential is a common, but rather approximate, way of dealing with the issue of induced fit upon ligand binding. As a consequence, the hydrogen bond pattern of the 2-imidazolidinone moiety is shifted during MD compared to what the docking program suggests. 
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The Goldscore fitness function is designed to be anticorrelated to binding free energy, so good blockers are expected to have a high fitness score. In this case, the Goldscores of the candidate binding conformations instead showed a weak positive correlation (r 2 = 0.37) with the experimental binding free energies (Figure 2) , showing that the scoring function is not predictive for ranking of these compounds. However, it is probably not so surprising that scoring functions such as Goldscore are not able to rank these hERGÀligand complexes correctly. That is, in addition to their approximate nature, scoring functions are usually not parametrized on binding within relatively large cavities such as ion channel pores, which contain numerous water molecules and do not necessarily encapsulate blockers in a "snug fit" manner. 7 Long-range electrostatic effects such as the influence of the dipole moments of the pore helices or potassium ions in the selectivity filter are not considered by these functions. The LIE method, on the other hand, takes such effects into account, and therefore, we have used it here to discriminate and rank the obtained docking conformations. 39 Molecular Dynamics Simulations and LIE Binding Free Energies. Five replicate MD simulations with different initial atomic velocities were conducted for each hERGÀligand complex. The structures were generally stable during simulation. The rmsd values between the average structures of replicate MD simulations as well as between the ligand starting and average structures were low in all cases except those mentioned below. Besides visual inspection of the average MD structures, a principal component analysis (PCA) 55 was performed in SIM-CA-P 11.5 (Umetrics AB, Ume a, Sweden) to analyze the structural and energetic diversity in the five replicate MD runs of each ligand. Input variables for the PCA model were the electrostatic and van der Waals interaction energies among the ligands, solvent, and residues in the hERG model. Five of 45 simulations were classified as outliers because of significant structural and energetic deviation from replicate runs of the same ligand. A structural deviation was considered significant when the ligand heavy atom rmsd of one trajectory was larger than 2 Å compared to both of the other replicate average structures as well as to their combined average structure. These discarded trajectories were also higher in calculated binding free energy (ΔG bind LIE ) than the replicates included in the model. An energetic deviation was considered to be significant when a single trajectory had a ΔG bind LIE more than 1.5 kcal/mol higher than the average of all replicate simulations of the same ligand. The reported ligand-surrounding energies are taken as averages over the remaining trajectories.
The only exception to the generally stable average MD structures and energies was initially encountered for compound 3, which did not reach the low-energy conformation, position, and interaction pattern adopted by the other ligands sharing the same ring system, linker, and headgroup topology, when starting from the corresponding docking pose ( Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). To investigate this problem, the relative binding free energy of 3 versus 10 was first evaluated with the FEP approach starting from the average MD structure of the complex with 10. The results from these calculations gave a relative binding free energy ΔΔG bind FEP -(10f3) of 1.0 kcal/mol, in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of 0.1 kcal/mol ( Table 2 ). Five new independent MD simulations were therefore run, starting from the end point of the FEP calculation, and these trajectories yielded a stable, low-energy conformation with a corresponding binding free energy difference with respect to 10 (ΔΔG bind LIE ) of 0.6 kcal/mol (Table 2) . A comparison between the residue level ligand-surrounding interaction energies between the two sets of simulations of compound 3 shows that the energetic difference to a large extent is due to less favorable electrostatic interactions with the hERG cavity water molecules in the simulations started from the Goldscore docking pose ( Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). Hence, when starting from this docking pose, the ligand became "trapped" with an unfavorable solvation pattern, which illustrates the general problem of accurately capturing important solvent molecule networks in microscopic simulations.
The resulting binding free energies calculated with the LIE method for the series of nine sertindole analogues are in excellent agreement with those derived from experimental IC 50 values, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 2 . The standard parametrization of the LIE method for charged compounds (β = 0.5, and R = 0.18), 46, 47 together with an optimized γ of À14.1, reproduces the experimental results with an average unsigned error of only 0.4 kcal/mol (r 2 = 0.60). Furthermore, the ranking of the compounds is generally good, with a Spearman rank coefficient of 0.85, and it is very encouraging that the best binders, sertindole, 2, 3, and 10, are clearly separated from the low-affinity group consisting of 1, 6, and 7. It should be emphasized that the LIE model used here has no free parameters affecting relative binding free energies because the constant γ is the same for all compounds and only sets the absolute free energy scale.
hERGÀLigand Interactions. The docked complexes in our hERG model thus show considerable stability during MD simulations, with a number of key interactions defining the consensus orientation of the ligand series (Figure 4) . Hence, the 2-imidazolidinone part or headgroup of the ligands is predicted to be accommodated in a cavity formed by residues 622À624, 649, 652, 653, and 656 of the same hERG subunit. This provides polar interactions with Leu622 (backbone), Ser649, a structural water molecule, and Ser624 as well as hydrophobic interactions with Tyr652 and Phe656 (colored magenta in Figures 4 and 5) . The latter three residues and Thr623 have been implicated as determinants of blocker binding in several experimental studies. 56À62 The interactions with this part of the ligands also The central piperidine moiety, on the other hand, forms no specific interactions with the channel but places the positively charged nitrogen near the focus of the electric field from the pore helices (as also predicted previously 17 ), where cations have been observed in crystal structures. 3, 5, 7, 8 It is further interesting to note that this region of the molecules is relatively highly solvated by water molecules residing in the upper part of the central channel cavity, and the protonated nitrogen can make hydrogen bonds with the solvent (Figure 4C ). The positively charged region of the ligand also has a favorable polar interaction with the side chain and backbone of a copy of Ser649 (colored yellow in Figures 4 and 5) .
The indole moiety is sequestered by two copies of Phe656 and one copy of Tyr652 (colored yellow and blue in Figures 4 and 5) . In the cases with chlorine substituents, these also interact with Ser649 and the backbone of residues 622 and 623, at the C-terminal end of one of the four P-helices ( Figure 4A ). The fluorobenzyl group of sertindole and its equivalents in the other compounds are predicted to pack against a hydrophobic part of the wall of the central cavity near Phe656. Here, some of the compounds are able to interact favorably with the side chain of Gln664 near the opening of the cavity toward the intracellular solution ( Figure 4) .
The three regions of the channel cavity mentioned above define the rather subtle structureÀactivity relationships for this ligand series. This is seen not only from structural comparisons of average MD structures ( Figure 4D ) but also in the analysis of average interaction energies between ligands and the channel on a residue basis ( Figure 5 ). Already from the chemical structures of the ligands (Table 1) , we can appreciate that the position corresponding to the fluorobenzyl group of sertindole appears to cause the largest variations in binding affinity. Here, we find that it is mainly the dipolar interaction (or weak hydrogen bonding) with the Gln664 side chain that controls this specificity. The interaction with the fluorine substituent appears optimal in this respect, but the ester carbonyl group of 8 can also make favorable contact with Gln664 ( Figure 4A ). As this part of the molecule is exposed to solvent in the pore cavity of our hERG model, there is a general propensity for rotational motion of the entire phenyl ring substituent. The main effect of Gln664 is an increased stability of the fluorobenzyl or methylbenzoate group in sertindole and compounds 2, 3, 8, 10, and 13, which also facilitates hydrophobic interaction with the cavity wall mentioned above. With a methyl phenylacetate substituent as in 7, the distance from the ester carbonyl to Gln664 becomes too large, while compounds 1 and 6 lack a polar moiety altogether, rendering these blockers less potent. It is also apparent that interaction with the cavity wall is more favorable for a phenyl than for a cyclohexanyl ring, as shown by the comparison of 1 and 6.
The indole group is tightly positioned among Tyr652, Ala653, and two copies of Phe656 (Figure 4) and is a key feature of the series. These contacts give rise to the favorable and relatively invariant nonpolar interactions between these residues and the ligands seen in Figure 5B . The chlorine substituent in sertindole has a relatively weak effect on both affinity and structure as judged from the MD simulations. This is also supported by the small reduction in affinity seen experimentally upon removal of the chlorine (as in 3). The planarity of the indole ring system is, however, important for positioning of the entire linker to the headgroup. In compound 13, which instead comprises an indoline double ring, the linker shifts its position, resulting in a 2 Å displacement of the quartenary nitrogen and also in slight but significant conformational effects on the 2-imidazolidinone headgroup ( Figure 4D , ligand colored pink). This is reflected by weakened interaction with Tyr652, Phe656, and Ser649 but is partly compensated by strengthened interactions with Leu622 and Ser624, resulting in an overall affinity reduction of a factor of ∼10.
The central piperidine linker ring also dictates the conformation of the ligands by its specific puckering (chair conformation). The only molecule differing in this respect is 2, which instead has a tetrahydropyridine ring. This yields a third type of positioning of the linker compared to the sertindole type and that of 13 ( Figure 4D, ligand colored green) . Nevertheless, the 2-imidazolidinone headgroup can still be accommodated in a similar manner like the other compounds but is slightly shifted and has a different hydrogen bond pattern. The hydrogen bond donated from Ser624 is more distinct and stronger for 2 than for the other ligands, and the side chain of Ser649 is the primary H-bond acceptor for the headgroup instead of the backbone carbonyl of Leu622 ( Figure 4C ). In this case, packing against Tyr652 and Phe656 is not affected as much as that with 13.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the differences between 2-imidazolidinone and 2-imidazolidinethione at the headgroup, Biochemistry ARTICLE i.e., 10 versus 3. The bulkier nature and reduced H-bond capability of the sulfur atom in 10 also cause a shift of the headgroup that also affects the linker region ( Figure 4D , ligand colored blue). However, in this case, the protonated nitrogen on the headgroup becomes well positioned for donating an H-bond to Ser624 in contrast to the other compounds that instead accept an H-bond from this residue. The hydrophobic interaction with Phe656 is also strengthened in 10 compared to the other ligands. Apparently, the cavity that accommodates the headgroup provides several H-bond possibilities, and 2, 13, and 10 each display unique hydrogen bond patterns compared to the pattern of the other six ligands sharing both ring systems and the 2-imidazolidinone moieties.
' DISCUSSION
In this work, we used a recently developed homology model of hERG to conduct molecular docking experiments, followed by molecular dynamics simulations and binding affinity prediction by the linear interaction energy method, to examine whether this model can be used to rationalize structureÀactivity relationships for series of sertindole analogues as channel blockers. On the basis of the initial evaluation of six top-scoring docking solutions for sertindole itself with this strategy, the favored diastereoisomer was identified and found to give a consensus docking solution among all the ligands. The corresponding channelÀblocker complexes are notably stable during MD simulations and the calculated binding free energies in surprisingly good agreement with experimental binding data.
The observed stability of the docked complexes is mainly due to two well-defined interaction regions of the channel, in combination with positioning of the central charged nitrogen such that it can maintain interactions with solvent molecules. This location of the positive charge in the center of the internal cavity essentially coincides with that of a potassium ion or the quaternary ammonium ion nitrogen in crystal structures. The two interaction regions emerging from these calculations give rise to rather distinct structureÀactivity relationships that can be interpreted in light of the available experimental data. These predicted relationships could be further used both in designing new ligands and in mutagenesis experiments.
Alanine scanning approaches have been used to identify residues important for the blockade of hERG by a variety of structurally divergent compounds, 56À65 and such experiments can provide useful validations of the current methodology. 51 Unfortunately, to date, no investigation of sertindole block using this approach has, however, been reported. Sertindole belongs to the highly potent class of hERG blockers featuring a linear topology with a central positive ionizable nitrogen situated in a linker connecting hydrophobic groups or aromatic rings on both sides. Interestingly, all hydrophobic central amine compounds investigated by alanine scanning 56À62 show reduced affinity when Thr623, Ser624, Tyr652, or Phe656 of hERG is mutated. It is therefore noteworthy that these residues represent both of the two key binding regions identified herein. They also line the pore cavity in many other reported hERG models. 15 ,17,18,56,66 ae) over all nine ligands used in the LIE calculations for the residues that contribute most to the ligand-surrounding (A) electrostatic and (B) van der Waals energies and/or the binding specificity. The average interaction energies and the corresponding standard deviations are shown using regular bars and error bars, respectively. The coloring is equivalent to that in Figure 4 , with colors associated with different hERG subunits.
Biochemistry ARTICLE A hERG alanine scanning study of sertindole blockade would clearly be very interesting in comparison with this work. Several key mutations to include in a broader hERG mutagenesis study comprising sertindole analogues could also be proposed on the basis of our results. For example, we predict that mutation of Ser624, Ser649, or Gln664 would affect the relative binding affinities of the sertindole analogues, because the ligands differ in their interactions with these side chains (Figures 4 and 5) . Furthermore, measurement of the response of potent hERG blockers to an Ala653 mutant channel (e.g., Ala653Val) would be of considerable interest because this residue is omitted from alanine scanning studies. In our model, it faces the pore cavity and stacks against both the 2-imidazolidinone and indole moieties of the ligands. This residue further appears to be important for controlling the position of the adjacent Phe656 side chain from another subunit, thereby contributing to shaping the narrowest part of the hydrophobic wall that may be an important binding determinant for several types of compounds. ' ABBREVIATIONS hERG, human ether-a-go-go-related gene; MD, molecular dynamics; LIE, linear interaction energy; rmsd, root-mean-square deviation; FEP, free energy perturbation; rmsf, root-meansquare fluctuation; PCA, principal component analysis.
